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Topic Introduction
• Technology with Communication
• Helping everyday people to communicate more effectively

• Text Sentiment Analysis
• Predicting emotion in text

Images: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=3Ct5Tgg9Imc

Purpose of Work
• Conversational A.I.: Predicting future response sentiment in
one-on-one dialogue
• What does this mean?
• Predictions in human conversation
• If we know the present sentiment, can we predict a
future sentiment?
• Specified to conversations between two people
(who are also referred to as the sender and receiver)

Image: https://abc7.com/iphone-texting-indicator-message-imessage/644278/

Data Background
• “Text message corpus: Applying natural language processing
to mobile device forensics”
• IEEE, Daniel R. O’Day and Ricardo A. Calix
• Purdue University Calumet, Hammond, IN, USA

• Original purpose:
• ~4,000 lines of personal text messages
• Dataset gathered for law enforcement to automatically detect drugrelated language
• 5.7% of the data is tagged “drug-related”

Dataframe Process
• Original df structure:

• Progressed df structure:

Text Sentiment Tagging
• Focus:
• Not on creating a sentiment model
• Using a sentiment model
• If we already have a ‘good’ sentiment tagging model, then can we
use the results from that model to predict its future results?

• Next Step:
• Find a sentiment model
• MonkeyLearn API (Application Programming Interface)

Sentiment Tagging

Sentiment Tagging

Sentiment Tagging
• progressed df structure:

Final dataframes
• df_1, df_2, and df_3

Image: https://abc7.com/iphone-texting-indicator-message-imessage/644278/

Final dataframes
• df_1, df_2, and df_3
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Analysis
• Logistic Regression model

Image: https://www.datacamp.com/community/tutorials/understanding-logistic-regression-python
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Results

Why the explanatory variables may not
explain the response variable
• The specific sentiment tag model may be inappropriate
• Possible transformations to make the x data more linear
• linearity is a requirement for logistic regression

• Simply, these variables do not explain future sentiment

Future Possibilities
• Consider collecting my own dataset
• Consider a more customized sentiment model
• Explore other prediction models
• Explore additional possible variables

Future Possibilities
• Implement on a user device
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Conclusions
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